




The Sweet Smell of September 
 

f you were to talk into a Victorian kitchen this month, chances are that it would smell heavenly. September and 
October are the apple months, which means that a Victorian cook would be preparing all manner of apple 
recipes, from pies to baked apples to applesauce.  September is also the beginning of “preserving” season, 

when the Victorian housewife would be making plans and laying in “stores” for the winter months to come. 
 In the country, a Victorian housewife would, most likely, be turning to the fruits of her own kitchen garden 
for the fall preserves.  Even a small cottage home was likely to have a garden, complete with fruit trees that were 
typically “espaliered” (trained to grow flat against a wall, rather than free-standing).  Espaliered trees made it 
possible for homes with very limited ground space to still enjoy a wide variety of fruits, while the ground itself 
could be used for much-needed vegetables.   
 In the city, a housewife was still dependent upon the fruits of the season.  Fruits and vegetables might be 
imported from the Continent, and some imports might even come from America and Asia, but the farther the 
source, the more expensive the produce.  Hence, the seasonality of cooking articles in Victorian magazines was as 
pertinent to the city cook as to the country cook. 
 Today, we are no longer as dependent upon “seasonal” produce.  We can find apples in the middle of winter.  
They may not be very good apples, but we can find them.  There’s virtually no point in the year when one can’t 
find tomatoes or lettuce or green beans in the grocery store.  Some items are still seasonal; we expect cherries in 
June, corn in the summer, and pumpkins in October.  But if today’s consumer put forth a demand for pumpkins in, 
say, July, I’m sure that grocers would find a way to meet that demand. 
 The Victorian housewife, conversely, knew that once the frosts of November set in, fresh vegetables were 
going to be a mere memory until spring.  If one wanted fruits or vegetables on the table for the next five or six 
months, September and October would see some busy days in the kitchen. 
 I suspect that many of my readers have experienced such days for themselves.  It’s comforting, at this time of 
year, to see stocks of canning jars and other supplies filling the shelves at Walmart—clearly, the fall custom of 
preparing for winter by storing away stocks of fruits, vegetables, jams, preserves and pickles has not perished with 
the Victorians.  There is something fundamentally satisfying about “harvest season”—and about filling one’s own 
shelves with colorful jars of pickles and jams that taste oh, so much better than their commercial counterparts. 
 If you’re a “canner,” then you probably also share another aspect of the Victorian mindset: The sense of 
looking ahead, here in September, toward the festivities of Thanksgiving and Christmas.  While the main goal of 
“preserving the harvest” is to keep food on the shelves for the winter months in general, another part of the 
process is to create certain treats that will grace those special feast days.  When I was young, my mother would 
always “put up” some spiced apple rings, some dyed red and some dyed green, especially for Christmas. How we 
looked forward to the day we could take them off the shelf! 
 September would be more than a time of preserving food, however.  When foods are seasonal, you don’t want 
to miss the opportunity to enjoy them when they’re available.  Thus, the Victorian kitchen would probably be 
turning out quantities of apple pies, apple crisps, apple puddings, apple turnovers, baked apples, and anything else 
you can imagine doing with apples.  (Which is quite a lot, as anyone who has ever had to harvest an apple tree can 
tell you.)  In certain parts of America, this is also huckleberry season, and nothing on Earth quite compares to a 
fresh huckleberry pie. 
 Oddly, it seems to me that today’s year-round availability of certain foods makes us less likely to enjoy them.  
If you know that you can only get fresh apples in September and October, you’re going to be sure to make an 
apple pie while you can.  When you can get fresh apples any time of the year, the “need” to make an apple pie at a 
particular time goes away—and since you can make one any old time, you may actually never make one at all. 
 Depending on seasonal harvests has its problems and perils.  But it also has pleasures—pleasures that too 
many of us, caught up in our weekly shopping at a grocery store that is franchised across half the country and gets 
its foods from half a world away—are likely to miss.  So this month, take a moment to indulge your inner 
Victorian.  Find a farmer’s market or a pick-your-own orchard, and enjoy the sweet smell of September! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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